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Mira Moon: Chinese Fairy Tale Meets Western Design 
Design Hotel in Hong Kong Combines an Old Legend with the Imaginative 
Interior Designs of Marcel Wanders and Hansgrohe Bathroom Fixtures 
 
 
 
Schiltach, May 2014. The Jade Rabbit has landed: a new design hotel in Hong 
Kong has made this creature from Chinese mythology the star of an artistic 
orchestration: red rabbits hanging from the ceiling, illuminated by crystal 
chandeliers, accompanied by a piglet that doubles as a side table. The Dutch 
designer Marcel Wanders, who the New York Times once named the “Lady Gaga 
of the Design World”, is behind the hotel’s imaginative interior design. In the Hotel 
Mira Moon, he combined themes taken from the tale of the Moon Goddess and 
her Jade Rabbit with traditional craftsmanship and modern elements. Fitting this 
mix of styles, fixtures from the Axor Urquiola collection complement the modern 
bathrooms.  
 
Sensual Bathroom Culture with an Emphasis on Functionality 
It was no coincidence that a sensual bathroom collection from Axor, the designer 
brand of Hansgrohe SE, was selected for the configuration of the hotel’s 
bathrooms. The fixtures designed by Patricia Urquiola appear as though they were 
naturally grown, with soft shapes transcending into wide surfaces and melting with 
the remaining bathroom décor to create a harmonious ensemble. In the marble 
bathrooms of the Mira Moon, the stand-alone Axor Urquiola bath tub mixer is 
combined at the wash basin with Hansgrohe Metris fixtures. The high spout of the 
mixer provides additional space, while the calm design language is discreetly 
integrated into the sensual ambience. In this way, the bathroom fixtures from the 
Black Forest make a substantial contribution to the comfort, convenience and 
design sophistication of the Mira Moon. 
 
Chinese Symbolism as a Starting Point for the Wanders & yoo! Collaboration 
The hotel plays with the Chinese legend that is part of the traditional autumn and 
full moon festivals at all levels: from the lobby and lounge all the way into the 91 
rooms and suites, Yutu, the favorite rabbit of the Moon Goddess Chang’e is 
ubiquitous in many forms – either as an image or a flying creature, and frequently 
combined with a stylized full moon and rich blossoms. The international design 
office yoo! – one of the founders of which is the long-standing Axor design partner 
Philippe Starck – and Marcel Wanders collaborated to achieve this firework of 
eccentric styles. The Wanders & yoo! Partnership thus pooled the glowing fantasy 
of the Dutch product designer with the expertise of a design studio that develops 
top-notch residential and hospitality projects around the world.    
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The designers relied on Chinese craftsmanship to develop the vast array of 
woodwork, such as the highly ornamental ceiling and wall coverings, in the hotel.  
Wood carvings, ceramics, rich textiles, and orange-red color accents represent the 
link to time-honored tradition. The mosaics in the bathrooms and the meticulously 
selected floral carpets also reflect emphasis on, and love for, details. Accessories 
provide accents that are rich in contrasting elements: for instance, the piglet that 
doubles as a side table – incidentally produced by the design label Moooi, of which 
Marcel Wanders is one of the co-founders.  
 
Above the rooftops of Hong Kong 
Architectural highlights also spoil guests in this deluxe hotel: floor-to-ceiling 
windows set the stage for a spectacular view of Victoria Harbor, which can be 
particularly enjoyed from one of the free-standing bathtubs. Also worth a visit is the 
hotel’s own outdoor terrace with a vertical garden. This elevated haven allows 
visitors to forget the hustle and bustle of the metropolis and the lively Wan Chai 
quarter surrounding Mira Moon. The day ends in one of the rooms named after the 
Half, New or Full Moons – just like in the legend the Jade Rabbit bedded his godly 
mistress.  

 
*** 

 
 
 
 
 

Axor, the designer brand of Hansgrohe SE, successfully realises “Designer Visions for Your 
Bathroom". In cooperation with Axor, leading architects, interior and product designers develop 
their vision for the bathroom as a living space. The Axor Collections offer a great number of unique 
and sustainable solutions to create personalised bathrooms of the highest aesthetic and 
technological levels. To date, Axor design partners include Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, Antonio 
Citterio, Front, Jean-Marie Massaud, Nendo, Phoenix Design, Philippe Starck, and Patricia 
Urquiola. They all contribute towards making life in and around the bathroom a little more 
meaningful and beautiful. The Axor brand is headed by Philippe Grohe, grandson of the company’s 
founder Hans Grohe. 
 

 

Find out more about the Axor brand at:  
www.facebook.com/axor.design 
www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr 

 
For further information: Hansgrohe SE 
   - Public Relations - 
   Astrid Bachmann 
   Tel.: +49 (0) 7836/51-1297 
   Fax: +49 (0) 7836/51-1170 
   E-Mail: public.relations@hansgrohe.com 
   www.hansgrohe.com 
   www.axor-design.com 
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Mira Moon - Full Moon Bathroom 
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon Hong Kong 
 

Mira Moon - Full Moon Room 
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon Hong Kong 
 

The Mira Moon Hotel in Hong Kong combines Chinese tradition with modern furnishing elements. 
Opulent mosaics, a playful décor, and traditional craftsmanship mix with bathroom fixtures produced by 
Hansgrohe. 
 

 

  

Mira Moon_ 
New Moon_Bathroom_1 
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon 
Hong Kong 
 

Mira Moon_ 
New Moon_Bathroom_2 
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon Hong 
Kong 
 

Mira Moon - New Moon_ 
Twin Room 
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon  
Hong Kong 
 

At the newly opened Mira Moon Hotel in Hong Kong, guests experience a staging that combines fairy- 
tale fantasy with contemporary creature comforts. The designers quote the Chinese legend of the Moon 
Goddess and her Jade Rabbit using modern elements. As a perfect match for the seamlessly sensual 
style mix, they selected bathroom fixtures from the Axor Urquiola collection. 
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Mira Moon – Moonshine Suite_1 
Mira Moon – Moonshine Suite_2 
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon Hong Kong 
 

 
Mira Moon - Super Giant_Bar_ Secret Garden_1 
Mira Moon - Super Giant_Secret Garden_2  
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon Hong Kong 

Accessories provide accents that are rich in 
contrasting elements: for instance, the piglet that 
doubles as a side table – incidentally produced 
by the design label Moooi, of which Marcel 
Wanders is one of the co-founders. 

The roof garden of the Secret Garden cocktail bar 
provides fantastic views of Hong Kong’s skyline, 
while also being a popular hangout for the locals.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mira Moon - Super Giant_Moon Lounge_Private Dining  
Copyright: Hotel Mira Moon Hong Kong 

On the third floor of the Mira Moon Hotel, the famous Spanish chef Guillermo Delavault spoils his guests 
with an elegant fusion cuisine: Hispano-Chinese tapas are listed on the menu of the Super Giant 
restaurant. For those who prefer a more private atmosphere, the Private Moon Lounge offers private 
dining with a view of Hong Kong’s skyline. 
 

Copyright: We must draw your attention to the fact that we merely possess limited 
exploitation rights for the images provided here; all further rights lie with the respective 
photographer in each case. Consequently, the images can only be published free of charge 
when used clearly and expressly for the purpose of displaying or advertising services, 
products and projects by the company Hansgrohe SE and/or its brands (Axor, Hansgrohe, 
Pharo and Pontos). Any other form of publication requires approval from the respective 
rights holder, who shall be consulted regarding the fee. 
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